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Storyline, Michael is an aging dancer in the movies, fired from his job because he looks older among the younger dancers.n Drama, Music; Hindi; Duration: 140 minutes; Directed by: Sabir Khan The plot tells about a young guy who wants to succeed in the city, but is not going to turn the melody into a dance. The film is surprisingly touching, tender and sincere, very beautiful. I just enjoy every moment of the film, music and dancing.n History, music, dance; Language:
Hindu; Film narration language: Hindustani; Duration: 100 minutes; 0+ (premiere: 10/10/2015) Made in Hindustani in 1965, the film is about a group of six girls and one young man who are waiting for their relatives to arrive. They are very happy that there is an opportunity to retire in silence and have a chance to be alone to confess their love to each other.n Comedy, Music, dance; Film language: Hindi; Duration: 104 minutes; Directed by: S.J. Mohan. Year of release:

2014. This is a very kind, touching and sad film. The sweet appearance of the heroine of Gitai relaxes and calms the nerves a little, but the inner pain makes her make a crazy statement to her fiancÃ©!n Love, Comedy; Original language: hat; Cast: Analyst Ganesh Raja, Sosanaya Krishna, Kumar Bayar, Marina Yadkar, Neha, Khanna Bharti, etc. At the request of fans, actress Kunal Maliku and Vayu Charikada were played by friends of the actress Miriam Bachchan, while
Chatoli Barnhaj played the role of their mother. The plot of the film is based on real events in the lives of five women who are united by one terrible problem - the problem of HIV / AIDS. The film was released, as well as the previous work of the actress. Who we are: we are a gang in the game - a group of people who are identified with everyone else, being in the same conditions. We are a gang, we are a gang, We are one gang. The plot of the film tells about a young girl

who wakes up one morning and does not find her brother at home, goes in search of him. Life seems like paradise for a girl - here you are
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